An approach is described to apply spatial filtering with microphone arrays to localize acoustic sources in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU). This is done to obtain more detailed information about disturbing noise sources in the ICU with the ultimate goal of facilitating the reduction of the overall background noise level, which could potentially improve the patients' experience and reduce the time needed for recovery. This paper gives a practical description of the system, including the audio hardware setup as well as the design choices for the microphone arrays. Additionally, the necessary signal processing steps required to produce meaningful data are explained, focusing on a novel clustering approach that enables an automatic evaluation of the spatial filtering results. This approach allows the data to be presented to the nursing staff in a way that enables them to act on the results produced by the system.
that in order to obtain representative data, sound level meters have to be the measured pre-amplifier gains and inverted to obtain equalization filters 86 that are applied to the audio input data in the frequency-domain to convert 87 digital signal levels into sound pressure levels before any further processing 88 takes place. 89 To avoid spending time developing bespoke hardware, off-the-shelf audio 90 equipment was chosen to provide the microphone pre-amplifiers and digital 91 conversion. To process the microphone signals and provide phantom power, 92 a total of nine Focusrite OctoPre MKII [25] were used, each converting the 93 input voltage of eight microphones into a digital ADAT stream. The eight 94 ADAT streams for the 64 array microphones were then combined into one 95 MADI stream with the RME ADI-648 [26] . For an additional eight micro- in Figure 3 explaining the parameters for the beampattern of a linear array).
126
For the data presented here, the performance parameters were evaluated on 127 a hemi-spherical grid with a radius of 1 m and 1 deg angular resolution. The 128 results were chosen as the worst-case across all directions, to obtain a lower 129 limit of the performance. in this project. These two array geometries yield a spatial selectivity that does not vary too much with the azimuthal steering angle and are relatively 135 easy to build. Several combinations of array radii and distribution of sensors 136 were tested for each of these two array types and rated according to the 137 aforementioned performance parameters.
138
For a further analysis, three designs were selected: two versions of the 139 logarithmic spiral array (Figure 4a and 4b) and a circular array (Figure 4c ).
140
In the plots, the arrays are shown together with the boundary of a ceiling It can be seen that the shading weights provide an almost constant MSL 171 (solid line in Figure 5 ) and DI (dashed line) and a smooth increase in resolu-172 tion towards higher frequencies, as can be seen from the decreasing HPBW 173 values (dash-dotted line). This ensures an optimum performance in the op-174 erating frequency range under the given constraints.
175
For the construction of the array, the microphone positions were marked 176 on the ceiling tile by a laser-cutting machine to achieve the highest precision. The holes had to be cut by hand as the tile could not actually be cut by 
where () H is the complex conjugate transpose and α is the smoothing factor; 206 its value was chosen here as 0.157, which corresponds to a filter decay time 207 of 0.5 s given the previously mentioned block size.
208
As most scan points are in the near-field of the array microphones, the 209 steering vector for spherical wavefronts without distance compensation is 210
used. An initial comparison showed that this method achieved an improved 211 spatial filtering result compared to that obtained with a plane-wave steering 212 vector, but this could be further explored for the installed system in a future 213 study. For all beamforming calculations, the steering vector is thus calculated 214 as (formulation I in [30]):
where M is the number of microphones and d i is the vector of Euclidean 216 distances between all microphones and the scan point with index i.
217
For this study, a total of 375 scan points on a rectangular grid at a height for the audio block with index n and for each scanning point with index i:
As the continuous, real-time operation of the system is important, some 232 considerations on the computational complexity were made to determine the 233 best algorithm. It was found that the computation of the cross-spectral 234 matrix (Eq. (1)) takes up most of the processing time, and hence a simpler 235 version of Eq.
(3) was also implemented:
This version does not make use of the Cross-Spectral Matrix and hence no 237 information about the cross-correlation between the microphones is avail- To give an idea of the processing output under ideal conditions, Figure 7 shows an example for a simulation of the ICU environment, including actual 
and 253 L B,n,i = 10 log 10
where p 0 = 20 µPa is the reference sound pressure and w A (k) is the squared 254 magnitude of the A-weighting filter at wavenumber k [32].
255
In Figure 7a the broadband SPL is plotted at a chosen time instant with 256 three active sources. Please note that the location of these sources has been 257 chosen as a hypothetical example to illustrate the processing steps and the 258 source positions are not consistent with those in the following experimental 259 results. Figure 7b shows the broadband output level of the Delay-and-Sum 
Deconvolution (CLEAN / CLEAN-SC) 264
The result of the Delay-and-Sum beamformer for all scan points B n (k) 265 can be regarded as the spatial convolution of the array response -including 266 all sidelobes -with the source distribution q n (k). It is of course this source 267 distribution that is of interest for localization and identification.
268
The deconvolution problem can be solved in several ways. 
296
In Figure 8 an example of the output from the CLEAN algorithm is shown 297 for the simulated data in Figure 7a . It can be seen that the main regions 298 of source activity can be identified. However, some spurious locations also 299 appear, probably from data in the low frequency range where the directivity 300 of the arrays is not high, as demonstrated in Figure 5 . In the next subsection, a data clustering approach is described to overcome this problem. The maximum number of clusters is chosen to be equal to five as it is unlikely 330 that there will be more than five active sources at the same time. Because the 331 optimal number of clusters is determined automatically, the value of N max is 332 relatively unimportant, but here it is chosen to be 15.
333
The disadvantage of Variant 1 is that the only way to reject outliers, such 334 as spurious peaks, is by level. Hence, if outliers with large levels appear in 335 the beamforming map they will shift the cluster centroids and thus distort 336 the result. A better approach is described in the following paragraph. that can be adapted to the individual application.
349
By incorporating the number of occurrences across frequency, the data 350 can be sorted according to importance and thus it is easier to reject outliers.
351
The result of Variant 2 for the simulated data in Figure 8 is presented in to the recorded data, the processing as described in Section 4 was applied.
364
It should be noted that the source locations identified from the recordings The beamforming map of the Delay-and-Sum algorithm at one chosen 369 time instant is shown in Figure 10 . As already observed for the simulated 370 data in Section 4.1, it becomes clear that this result cannot be directly used 371 for source localization.
372
In Figure 11 the deconvolution result of the CLEAN algorithm is pre-373 sented, yielding a much sparser map that shows the areas with dominant 374 sources. In comparison to the simulated data in Section 4.2 (Figure 8) , the 375 measured data shows more spurious peaks, which may be due to additional 376 sources, or may be caused by array imperfections. It is precisely this behav-377 ior that makes it necessary to further process the data before an automatic 378 localization can be achieved.
379
The deconvolution output is processed with Variant 1 of the clustering and from this results it can be seen that by only taking into account the 383 level information, more sources are detected than are actually present. This
384
indicates the benefit of using the additional information across frequency, as 385 is done in Variant 2.
386
It seems that the relevant sources were correctly localized by Variant 2 387 of the clustering approach. However, it should be stressed here that the 388 measurements were performed in a working ICU environment, which could 389 not be controlled, so the precise number and location of active sources was not 390 known. Further studies under controlled conditions will have to be carried 391 out to establish the robustness of the presented approach and the ideal set 392 of parameters.
393
The final display for the nursing staff, implemented in the Julia pro-394 gramming language [40] , is presented in Figure 14 . In addition to the source shown in a bar graph on the right side of the display. The positions of the de-397 tected sources are also exported continuously, so that a statistical evaluation 398 over time is possible. 399
Conclusions

400
In this paper a microphone array system has been presented that is used 401 to remotely localize and quantify acoustic noise sources in an Intensive Care 402 Unit. The hardware and array design for the system under the given con-403 straints have been described. An alternative beamforming formulation result-404 ing in faster computation has been developed and a clustering approach has 405 been introduced to enable an automatic localization of the most dominant 406 acoustic sources.
407 Figure 14 : The data in Figure 13 as it appears in the display for the nursing staff.
It has been shown that the raw result of beamforming calculations is not has been demonstrated through real measured data from the running system.
415
Further studies will be necessary to confirm the validity and robustness 416 of the automatic localization approach, as the data gathered so far was not 417 obtained under controlled laboratory conditions. The optimum number of 418 clusters and its dependence on the environment and the number of array 419 sensors will have to be investigated.
